
READY
TO LEARN
CZECH?

Learn
Czech with

professionals!

CONTACT
Correct Language Centre
Kozí 2
602 00 Brno

777 99 66 90
info@jc-correct.com

www.czech-for-foreigners.cz
www.jc-correct.com

EVENTS

TRANSLATION
SERVICES

Here at Correct, our interests don't end with studying. 
We're also very passionate about Czech culture, 
traditions, history & geography and of course meeting 
new people. We have already coloured Easter eggs 
together, experienced what the Czech Republic tastes 
and smells like, watched Czech movies, sang Czech 
songs and enjoyed many nice evenings together. Come 
and join us next time. We would love to see you.

Register online to get Correct’s newsletters
about events, new courses, special offers etc:
www.czech-for-foreigners.cz

We deal with professional translations in a range of 
fields and sectors, including official certified translations, 
which might actually be the most important for you. 
These are translations of official documents, e.g. birth 
certificates, degrees, report cards, court verdicts, copies 
of criminal background checks etc.

You can take advantage of our translation services not 
only into and from Czech, but also between different 
language combinations. In fact, we deal with translations 
in over 15 different languages. 

Contact us for more information or visit us at the very 
centre of Brno. We are social
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LIBRARY
We believe that books 
should be read and 
passed on. They should 
never be read only once 
and then left on the 
shelf or, even worse,  
completely untouched.

As students of Correct, 
you have the 
opportunity to borrow 
books written in foreign 
languages from our 
library for free. 
Additionally, Czech 
easy-reader books are 
also available for those 
studying Czech.

At Correct we have already taught students from over 
50 different countries, both Slavic and non-Slavic. If 
you're interested in learning Czech, we offer 4 different 
types of lessons:

GROUP COURSES
One of the most popular ways to learn Czech. Correct’s 
group courses are offered at different times and 
intensities. New courses start up a few times during the 
year, and beginner courses begin every 2 months. If you 
miss the start of a course, no problem. We offer special 
"catch-up" lessons to get you up to speed.

Why Correct’s group courses?
qualified teachers
small study groups (4 to 8 students)
an individual approach
classes held in the centre of Brno
communicative teaching methods
modern course textbooks
system of course levels
placement test
various discounts

For more details about the lessons and courses,
go to www.czech-for-foreigners.cz

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS
lessons tailored specifically to your needs
a FREE introductory consultation
choice of the lesson's location, day & time
suitable for anybody with specific    
requirements (e.g. medical or technical   
Czech)

ONLINE LESSONS
teaching through videoconferencing or   
other means of online communication
with our online lessons you can study   
anywhere you want to

IN-COMPANY COURSES
full B2B service
tailored to your business‘s needs
lessons can take place anywhere 
in the Czech Republic

COURSES
& LESSONS

BEGINNER 2
BEGINNER 1

A1 preparatory course
false beginner

A1 preparatory course
false beginner

A1 preparatory course

PRE-INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE 2
INTERMEDIATE 1

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE 2
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE 1

ADVANCED 2 (CONVERSATION 2)
ADVANCED 1 (CONVERSATION 1)

SYSTEM OF GROUP COURSES
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German
Spanish

in English!

also teaches


